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SEIFERT FIBERED SURGERIES ON STRONGLY INVERTIBLE
KNOTS WITHOUT PRIMITIVE/SEIFERT POSITIONS
MARIO EUDAVE-MUN˜OZ, EDGAR JASSO, KATURA MIYAZAKI,
AND KIMIHIKO MOTEGI
Dedicated to Michel Boileau on the occasion of his 60th birthday
Abstract. We find an infinite family of Seifert fibered surgeries on strongly
invertible knots which do not have primitive/Seifert positions. Each member
of the family is obtained from a trefoil knot after alternate twists along a pair
of seiferters for a Seifert fibered surgery on a trefoil knot.
1. Introduction
A pair (K,m) of a knot K in the 3–sphere S3 and an integer m is called a Seifert
fibered surgery if the resulting manifold K(m) obtained by m–surgery on K is a
Seifert fiber space. For most known Seifert fibered surgeries (K,m), K has a nice
position on the boundary of a standard genus 2 handlebody in S3, which is called
a “primitive/Seifert position”.
For a genus 2 handlebody H and a simple closed curve c in ∂H , we denote
H with a 2–handle attached along c by H [c]. Let S3 = V ∪F W be a genus 2
Heegaard splitting of S3, i.e. V and W are genus 2 handlebodies in S3 with V ∩W
a genus 2 Heegaard surface F . We say that a Seifert fibered surgery (K,m) has a
primitive/Seifert position if there is a genus 2 Heegaard surface F which carries K
and satisfies the following three conditions.
• K is primitive with respect to V , i.e. V [K] is a solid torus.
• K is Seifert with respect to W , i.e. W [K] is a Seifert fiber space over the
disk with two exceptional fibers.
• The surface slope of K with respect to F (i.e. the isotopy class in ∂N(K)
represented by a component of ∂N(K) ∩ F ) coincides with the surgery
slope m.
Assume that a knot K has a primitive/Seifert position with surface slope m.
Then K(m) ∼= V [K] ∪ W [K] is a Seifert fiber space or a connected sum of lens
spaces. Moreover, K has tunnel number one [2, 2.3], and hence strongly invertible
[18, Claim 5.3]. By the positive solution to the cabling conjecture for strongly
invertible knots [6], if K is hyperbolic, then K(m) is a Seifert fiber space over S2
with at most three exceptional fibers, so (K,m) is a Seifert fibered surgery.
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Primitive/Seifert positions, introduced by Dean [2], are variants of Berge’s prim-
itive/primitive positions [1]. Although any lens surgery is conjectured to have a
primitive/primitive position [1, 11], there are infinitely many Seifert fibered surg-
eries with no primitive/Seifert positions [17, 4, 22]. Knots yielding these Seifert
fibered surgeries are not strongly invertible; the simplest example is 1–surgery on
the pretzel knot P (−3, 3, 5). So it is natural to ask:
Question 1.1. Let (K,m) be a Seifert fibered surgery on a strongly invertible knot
K. Then, does it have a primitive/Seifert position?
However, Song [21] observed that 1–surgery on P (−3, 3, 3) yields a Seifert fiber
space. Since P (−3, 3, 3) is a strongly invertible knot of tunnel number 2, that
surgery gives the negative answer to Question 1.1. In [5] we construct a one–
parameter family of Seifert fibered surgeries which answer Question 1.1 in the neg-
ative and contain Song’s example by using the Seifert Surgery Network introduced
in [4]. In this paper, we construct a large family of Seifert fibered surgeries giving
the negative answer to Question 1.1 by taking 2–fold branched covers of tangles.
We then study these surgeries from a viewpoint of the Seifert Surgery Network, and
find a path in the network from each surgery in our family to a surgery on a trefoil
knot. Our family of Seifert fibered surgeries is a variant of families obtained in
[8, 3]. In [8], by using 2–fold branched covers of tangles, the first author constructs
4 families of Seifert fibered surgeries having primitive/Seifert positions.
We briefly review the definitions of seiferters and the Seifert Surgery Network.
For a knot K ⊂ S3 and m ∈ Z, the pair (K,m) is a Seifert surgery if K(m) has a
possibly degenerate Seifert fibration, i.e. a Seifert fibration which may contain an
exceptional fiber of index 0. Let (K,m) be a Seifert surgery. A simple closed curve
c in S3−K is called a seiferter if c is a trivial knot in S3 and a Seifert fiber inK(m).
Denoting by Kp and mp the images of K and m under p–twist along the seiferter
c, we see that (Kp,mp) is a Seifert surgery with c a seiferter. If seiferters c1, c2 for
(K,m) become fibers in a Seifert fibration of K(m) simultaneously, then {c1, c2} is
a pair of seiferters for (K,m). If a pair of seiferters cobound an annulus A in S3,
the pair is an annular pair of seiferters. As is twisting along a seiferter, twisting
(K,m) along the annulus A yields a Seifert surgery. The Seifert Surgery Network
is the 1–dimensional complex such that its vertices are Seifert surgeries and two
vertices are connected by an edge if one is obtained from the other by 1–twist along
a seiferter or an annular pair of seiferters; see [4, Subsection 2.4]. Hence, a path in
the Seifert Surgery Network tells how one Seifert surgery is obtained from another
by twisting along seiferters and/or annular pairs of seiferters.
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 1.2. There are infinitely many Seifert fibered surgeries on strongly in-
vertible hyperbolic knots (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p) (m = 0 or p = 0) with the following
properties, where l,m, n, p satisfy more conditions given in Proposition 3.6.
(1) (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p) does not have a primitive/Seifert position.
(2) The pair of knots ca, cb in Figure 1.1 is a pair of seiferters for (l + 5)–
surgery on the trefoil knot T3,2. (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p) is obtained from
(T3,2, l+ 5) by applying a sequence of twists along ca, cb. Refer to Propo-
sition 4.11 and also Corollary 4.14 for the details of the sequence.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The definition of K(l,m, n, p) and γl,m,n,p is given in
Subsection 3.1. Proposition 3.2 shows that K(l,m, n, p)(γl,m,n,p) is a Seifert fiber
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T3,2
c
c
a
b
( +2)-twistl
Figure 1.1. {ca, cb} is a pair of seiferters for (T3,2, l+ 5).
space. The hyperbolicity ofK(l,m, n, p) is proved in Proposition 3.11. Assertion (1)
follows from Proposition 3.6 by showing that the tunnel number of K(l,m, n, p) is
2. Assertion (2) follows from Proposition 4.11. (Theorem 1.2)
For all the known Seifert fibered surgeries (K,m) with no primitive/Seifert posi-
tions, K has tunnel number greater than one. We close with the following question.
Question 1.3. Let (K,m) be a Seifert fibered surgery on a tunnel number one knot
K. Then, does it have a primitive/Seifert position?
2. Tangles, branched coverings and Seifert fibered surgeries
Let B be a 3–ball and t a disjoint union of two arcs properly embedded in B and
some simple closed curves. Then the pair (B, t) is called a tangle. A tangle (B, t)
is trivial if there is a pairwise homeomorphism from (B, t) to (D2× I, {x1, x2}× I),
where x1, x2 are distinct points.
Let U be the unit 3-ball in R3, and take 4 points NW, NE, SE, SW on the
boundary of U so that NW = (0,−α, α),NE = (0, α, α), SE = (0, α,−α), SW =
(0,−α,−α), where α = 1√
2
. A tangle (U, t) is a rational tangle if it is a trivial
tangle with ∂t = {NW,NE, SE, SW}. Two rational tangles (U, t) and (U, t′) are
equivalent if there is a pairwise homeomorphism h : (U, t)→ (U, t′) such that h|∂U
is the identity map. We can construct rational tangles from sequences of integers
a1, a2, . . . , an as shown in Figure 2.1, where the last horizontal twist an may be
0. In our figure a horizontal rectangle (i.e. a rectangle intersecting arcs t on the
left and right sides) with a label ai represents a strand of ai horizontal crossings,
with the sign convention shown in Figure 2.1. Similarly, a vertical rectangle (i.e. a
rectangle intersecting arcs t on the top and bottom sides) with a label ai represents
a strand of ai vertical crossings, with the sign convention shown in Figure 2.1. We
consider that the tangle diagrams in Figure 2.1 are drawn on the yz–plane. Denote
by R(a1, a2, . . . , an) the associated rational tangle.
Each rational tangle can be parametrized by r ∈ Q ∪ {∞}, where the rational
number r is given by the continued fraction below. Thus we denote the rational
tangle corresponding to r by R(r).
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1 -1
0
0
3
3
a1
n is odd n is even
a2
a3
an-1
an
a1 a2
a3
a
n-1
an
NENW
SW SE
NENW
SW SE
Figure 2.1. Rational tangles.
r = an +
1
an−1 +
1
.. .
a2 +
1
a1
Let (U, t) be the rational tangle R(∞). Considering t is embedded in the yz–
plane, take the disk D in the yz–plane such that ∂D is the union of t and two arcs
in ∂U : one connects NW and NE, and the other connects SW and SE. We call an
arc in D connecting the components of the interior of t a spanning arc, and the
arc D ∩ ∂U connecting NW and NE the latitude of R(∞). See Figure 2.2. The
2–fold cover U˜ of U branched along t is a solid torus. Note that the preimages of
the spanning arc and the latitude are the core and a longitude λ of the solid torus,
respectively. A meridian of a rational tangle R(r) = (U, t′) is a simple closed curve
in ∂U − t′ which bounds a disk in U − t′ and a disk in ∂U meeting t′ in two points.
Let µr(⊂ ∂U˜) be a lift of a meridian of R(r); then µr is a meridian of the solid
torus U˜ . Furthermore, we note the following well-known fact.
Lemma 2.1. Under adequate orientations we have [µr] = −p[µ∞]+q[λ] ∈ H1(∂U˜),
where r = p
q
and [µ∞] · [λ] = 1.
latitude
R( )8
D
spanning arc
NENW
SW SE
Figure 2.2
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Let (B, t) be a tangle such that B ⊂ S3(= R3 ∪ {∞}) is the complement of the
unit 3-ball U , and ∂t = {NW,NE, SE, SW}. We denote by (B, t) + R(r) the knot
or link in S3 formed by the union of the strings of the tangles, and let pir : Xr →
S3 = B ∪ U be the 2–fold cover branched along (B, t) + R(r). We say that (B, t)
is trivializable if (B, t) + R(∞) is a trivial knot in S3. If (B, t) + R(r) is a trivial
knot for some r ∈ Q, then an ambient isotopy of B changes (B, t) to a trivializable
tangle.
Suppose that (B, t) is trivializable. Then the 2–fold branched cover X∞ is the
3–sphere, and the preimage of the spanning arc κ for R(∞) is a knot in X∞ = S3,
which we call the covering knot of (B, t). Note that the covering knot is a strongly
invertible knot whose strong inversion is the covering transformation of X∞. The
exterior of the covering knot K is pi−1∞ (B). For (B, t) + R(∞) a replacement of
R(∞) by a rational tangle R(s) is called s–untangle surgery on (B, t) + R(∞).
Performing untangle surgery downstairs corresponds to replacing the solid torus
pi−1∞ (U) by pi
−1
s (U) upstairs, i.e. Dehn surgery on the covering knot K. We denote
the surgery slope by γs; it is represented by a lift of a meridian of R(s). We say
that γs is the covering slope of s. See the commutative diagram below.
S3
γs–surgery on K
−−−−−−−−−−→ K(γ)
2–fold branched cover
y
y2–fold branched cover
(B, t) ∪R(∞) −−−−−−−−−−−−→
s–untangle surgery
(B, t) ∪R(s)
Diagram 2. Montesinos trick
Remark 2.2. Suppose that the preimage of the latitude of R(∞) is a longitude of
pi−1∞ (U) giving an n–framing. Then, by Lemma 2.1 the covering slope γs is n − s
in terms of a preferred meridian–longitude pair of K.
A sum of two tangles (B1, t1) and (B2, t2) is the knot or link obtained by at-
taching t1 and t2 via an orientation reversing homeomorphism h : ∂B1 → ∂B2 with
h(∂t1) = ∂t2.
For rational tangles R1, . . . , Rk, the tangle in Figure 2.3(1) is called aMontesinos
tangle MT (R1, . . . , Rk). The knot or link in Figure 2.3(2) is called a Montesinos
link M(R1, . . . , Rk). We call the diagrams in Figure 2.3 standard positions of a
Montesinos tangle and a Montesinos link. If Ri corresponds to ri ∈ Q ∪ {∞} for
i = 1, . . . , k, then we often write MT (r1, . . . , rk) and M(r1, . . . rk) for a Montesinos
tangle and a Montesinos link, respectively.
R 1 R 2 R kR 1 R 2 R k
(1) (2)
Figure 2.3. Montesinos tangle and Montesinos link.
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Let X be the 2–fold branched cover of S3 (resp. D3) along a Montesinos link
M(R1, . . . , Rk) (resp. a Montesinos tangle MT (R1, . . . , Rk)). Then X admits a
Seifert fibration over S2 (resp. D2) in which the preimage of Bi, where Ri =
(Bi,
pi
qi
), is a fibered solid torus and its core is an exceptional fiber of Seifert in-
variant pi
qi
and index |qi|. Hence, X is a Seifert fiber space S
2(r1, . . . , rk) (resp.
D2(r1, . . . , rk)), where ri =
pi
qi
. Note that for the 2–fold branched cover of D3
along MT (r1, . . . , rk), a lift of a simple closed curve α(⊂ ∂D
3) in Figure 2.4(1) is a
fiber of X = D2(r1, . . . , rk) up to isotopy. See [19].
R 1 R 2 R k
(1) (2) M (-1/2, 1/2)
a
b
T
Figure 2.4
We have Lemma 2.3 below on Seifert fibrations of D2(r1, . . . , rk).
Lemma 2.3. Let X be the 2–fold branched cover of the 3–ball along a Montesinos
tangle MT (
p1
q1
, . . . , pk
qk
), where |qi| ≥ 2 for all i. Then the following hold.
(1) X admits more than one Seifert fibrations up to isotopy if and only if
k = 2 and |q1| = |q2| = 2.
(2) Assume k = 2 and |q1| = |q2| = 2. Then, X is the twisted S
1 bundle over
the Mo¨bius band, and admits exactly two Seifert fibrations: one is over
the disk, and the other is over the Mo¨bius band with no exceptional fibers.
In the latter fibration, a fiber on ∂X is isotopic in ∂X to a lift of a simple
closed curve β on ∂B in Figure 2.4(2), where (B, t) =MT (−
1
2 ,
1
2 ).
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We only prove the last statement of (2). Let pi : X → B be
the 2–fold cover branched along t, where (B, t) =MT (−
1
2 ,
1
2 ). Let A be an annulus
properly embedded in B− t such that a component of ∂A is β and A separates the
circle component from the two arcs of t. Then pi−1(A) consists of two annuli and
splits X into two solid tori. Each component of pi−1(A) is a non-separating annulus
in X , and thus a vertical annulus (i.e. a union of fibers) in a Seifert fibration of X
over the Mo¨bius band. This implies the claimed result. (Lemma 2.3)
Let (B, t) be a trivializable tangle such that (B, t) + R(s) is a Montesinos link
for some rational number s. The 2–fold branched cover Xs, which is a Seifert fiber
space as shown above, is obtained from S3 by γs–surgery on the covering knot K
of (B, t). In this manner, we obtain a Seifert fibered surgery (K, γs).
3. Non primitive/Seifert-fibered, Seifert fibered surgeries on
covering knots
In Subsection 3.1, we construct Seifert surgeries (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p) (m = 0
or p = 0) by untangle surgeries of trivializable tangles. The knots K(l,m, n, p) are
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strongly invertible. In Subsection 3.2, these surgeries are shown to have no primi-
tive/Seifert positions. In Subsection 3.3, K(l,m, n, p) are shown to be hyperbolic
knots.
3.1. Seifert fibered surgeries on knots K(l,m,n, p). Let B(l,m, n, p) be the
tangle of Figure 3.1. Then we have Lemma 3.1 below.
m
-n
a
b
l
l
-n
-p
-
Figure 3.1. Tangle B(l,m, n, p): m or p is zero.
Lemma 3.1. (1) The tangle B(l,m, n, 0) enjoys the following properties.
(i) B(l,m, n, 0) +R(∞) is a trivial knot.
(ii) B(l,m, n, 0) +R(1) is the Montesinos link
M(
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2mn+ 3m− n− 1
2l2mn+ l2m− l2n+ 2lm− 2m− l + 1
,−
n+ 1
4n+ 3
,
1
2
).
(2) The tangle B(l, 0, n, p) enjoys the following properties.
(i) B(l, 0, n, p) + R(∞) is a trivial knot.
(ii) B(l, 0, n, p) + R(1) is the Montesinos link
M(
ln+ n+ 1
l2n+ l − 1
,
−2np+ n− p+ 1
8np− 4n+ 2p− 3
,
1
2
).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. (1) Figure 3.2 shows that B(l,m, n, 0)+R(∞) is a trivial
knot in S3. In the Montesinos link of Figure 3.3, R1 = R(m,−2,−n,−l,−1, l, 0),
R2 = R(−n,−1,−3, 0), R3 = R(2, 0). Assertion (1)(ii) is obtained by computing
continued fractions.
(2) Figure 3.4 shows that B(l, 0, n, p)+R(∞) is a trivial knot in S3. In the Mon-
tesinos link of Figure 3.5, R1 = R(−n,−l,−1, l, 0), R2 = R(−p, 2,−n,−1,−3, 0),
R3 = R(2, 0). Assertion (2)(ii) is obtained by computing continued fractions.
(Lemma 3.1)
Let K(l,m, n, p) be the covering knot of the trivializable tangle B(l,m, n, p), and
γl,m,n,p the covering slope corresponding to 1–untangle surgery on B(l,m, n, p) +
R(∞), where m or p is 0. As noticed in Section 2 the covering knot K(l,m, n, p)
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m
-n
m
-n
l
l
- -n -n
m
m
m
m
Figure 3.2. B(l,m, n, 0) +R(∞) is a trivial knot.
-n
a m
l-
l
-n
b
R R
R
1 2
3
Figure 3.3. B(l,m, n, 0) +R(1) is a Montesinos link.
is strongly invertible. Then 0–untangle surgery on B(l,m, n, p) + R(∞) corre-
sponds to (γl,m,n,p + 1)–surgery on K(l,m, n, p) by Remark 2.2. For brevity, we
often write (K(l,m, n, p), γ) and (K(l,m, n, p), γ+1) for (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p) and
(K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p+ 1), respectively. Lemma 3.1 shows that (K(l,m, n, p), γ) is
a Seifert fibered surgery, and the resulting manifold is given in Proposition 3.2
below. Refer to the proof of Corollary 4.14 for the calculation of γl,m,n,p.
Proposition 3.2. (1) K(l,m, n, 0)(γl,m,n,0) is a Seifert fiber space
S2(
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2mn+ 3m− n− 1
2l2mn+ l2m− l2n+ 2lm− 2m− l + 1
,−
n+ 1
4n+ 3
,
1
2
).
(2) K(l, 0, n, p)(γl,0,n,p) is a Seifert fiber space
S2(
ln+ n+ 1
l2n+ l − 1
,
−2np+ n− p+ 1
8np− 4n+ 2p− 3
,
1
2
).
Furthermore, γl,m,n,p = 5+ l+ n(l
2 + 8l+ 12) + 2n2(l+ 2)2 −m(2nl+ 4n+ l+
4)2 − p(2nl+ 4n+ 2)2, where m or p is 0.
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-n
l-
l
-n
-p
-n
-n
-p
-p
-p
-p-p
Figure 3.4. B(l, 0, n, p) +R(∞) is a trivial knot.
-n
b
l
l-
-p
-n
a
R R
R
1 2
3
Figure 3.5. B(l, 0, n, p) +R(1) is a Montesinos link.
3.2. (K(l,m,n, p), γl,m,n,p+1) and primitive/Seifert positions. In this sub-
section, we show that the Seifert fibered surgery (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p) (m = 0 or
p = 0) does not admit a primitive/Seifert position if l,m, n, p satisfy more con-
ditions (Proposition 3.6). For this purpose we study B(l,m, n, p) + R(0) and its
2–fold branched cover.
Let S be the 2–sphere [plane]∪ {∞} intersecting B(l,m, n, p)+R(0) in 4 points
as in Figure 3.6 or 3.7 according as p = 0 or m = 0. Let B1 be the 3-ball bounded
below by S, and B2 the 3-ball bounded above by S.
Lemma 3.3. (1) B(l,m, n, 0) +R(0) is a sum of Montesinos tangles
MT (−
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2mn+ 3m− n− 1
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2m− 1
,−
n+ 1
2n+ 1
) and MT (
1
l
,−
1
2
).
(2) B(l, 0, n, p) +R(0) is a sum of Montesinos tangles
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MT (−
ln+ n+ 1
ln+ 1
,−
2np− n+ p− 1
4np− 2n− 1
) and MT (
1
l
,−
1
2
).
Proof of Lemma 3.3. For brevity denote the knot or link B(l,m, n, p)+R(0) by
K, where m or p is 0.
(1) Figure 3.6 shows that the tangle (B1, B1 ∩ K) is pairwise homeomorphic
to (B′1, B
′
1 ∩ K) = MT (−
2lmn+lm−ln+2mn+3m−n−1
2lmn+lm−ln+2m−1 ,−
n+1
2n+1 ) and (B2, B2 ∩ K) is
pairwise homeomorphic to (B′2, B
′
2 ∩K) = MT (
1
l
,− 12 ). It follows that K is a sum
of these two Montesinos tangles.
(2) Figure 3.7 shows that (B1, B1 ∩K) is pairwise homeomorphic to (B
′
1, B
′
1 ∩
K) = MT (−
ln+n+1
ln+1 ,−
2np−n+p−1
4np−2n−1 ) and (B2, B2 ∩K) is pairwise homeomorphic to
(B′2, B
′
2 ∩K) =MT (
1
l
,− 12 ). (Lemma 3.3)
m
-n
S
l-
-n
l
B’
1
B’2
B
B
1
2
Figure 3.6. B(l,m, n, 0) +R(0) is a sum of Montesinos tangles.
S
-n
l
l-
-p
-n
B’1
B’2
B
B
1
2
Figure 3.7. B(l, 0, n, p) +R(0) is a sum of Montesinos tangles.
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Let pi : K(l,m, n, p)(γl,m,n,p + 1) → S
3 be the 2–fold branched cover along
B(l,m, n, p)+R(0). Denote byMi the preimage pi
−1(Bi) (i = 1, 2). By Lemma 3.3,
M1 and M2 are Seifert fiber spaces as described in Proposition 3.4 below. Proposi-
tion 3.4 shows that the torus pi−1(S) is an essential torus giving the torus decom-
position K(l,m, n, p)(γ + 1) =M1 ∪M2.
Proposition 3.4. (1) Assume that l 6= ±1, 0, n 6= 0,−1, (l,m, n) 6= (−2, 0, 1),
(2, 1,−2). Then pi−1(S) is a unique essential torus in K(l,m, n, 0)(γl,m,n,0+
1) up to isotopy, and gives the torus decomposition with decomposing
pieces
M1 = D
2(−
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2mn+ 3m− n− 1
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2m− 1
,−
n+ 1
2n+ 1
) and
M2 = D
2(
1
l
,−
1
2
).
(2) Assume that l 6= ±1, 0, n 6= 0, (l, n) 6= (±2,∓1), (n, p) 6= (−1, 0), (1, 1).
Then pi−1(S) is a unique essential torus in K(l, 0, n, p)(γl,0,n,p+ 1) up to
isotopy, and gives the torus decomposition with decomposing pieces
M1 = D
2(−
ln+ n+ 1
ln+ 1
,−
2np− n+ p− 1
4np− 2n− 1
) and M2 = D
2(
1
l
,−
1
2
).
Proof of Proposition 3.4. (1) We show that the Seifert fiber spaces M1 and
M2 are boundary-irreducible (i.e. pi
−1(S) is an essential torus), and M1 ∪M2 is
not a Seifert fiber space. Then the uniqueness of torus decomposition follows from
[14, 15].
The 2–fold branched cover of a Montesinos tangle MT (
p1
q1
, p2
q2
) is a Seifert fiber
space D2(p1
q1
, p2
q2
). If pi
qi
is not an integer for i = 1, 2, then the Seifert fiber space is
boundary-irreducible. We first show Claim 3.5 below.
Claim 3.5. |2n+ 1| ≥ 3, |l| ≥ 2, and |2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2m− 1| ≥ 2.
Proof of Claim 3.5. By the assumption of Proposition 3.4(1), |2n+ 1| ≥ 3 and
|l| ≥ 2, so let us show 2lmn+ lm− ln+2m−1 6= 0,±1. Assume for a contradiction
that 2lmn+ lm− ln+2m = δ for some δ ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Then m(2ln+ l+2) = ln+ δ.
Since |2n + 1| ≥ 3, 2ln + l + 2 = l(2n + 1) + 2 6= 0. If m = 0, then ln + δ = 0.
This implies that δ 6= 0 and (l,m, n) = (±1, 0,∓δ), (±δ, 0,∓1). These are excluded
by the assumption that l 6= 0,±1, n 6= −1, (l,m, n) 6= (−2, 0, 1). Hence, we have
m 6= 0, so that (*) |2ln + l + 2| ≤ |ln + δ| holds. Here we note that ln, ln + δ,
l(2n + 1), and l(2n + 1) + 2 are of the same sign because 2ln+l
ln
= 2 + 1
n
> 0,
|l(2n+1)| ≥ 6 and |ln| ≥ 2 by the assumption. On the other hand, since n 6= 0,−1,
it follows |2n + 1| ≥ |n| + 1. Hence, |l(2n + 1)| ≥ |ln| + |l| ≥ |ln| + 2, so that
|l(2n + 1) + 2| ≥ |ln + δ|. Therefore, (*) implies that the equality of (*) holds,
i.e. l = 2, n = −2, δ = 0. It follows (l,m, n) = (2, 1,−2), which contradicts the
assumption of Proposition 3.4(1). (Claim 3.5)
It follows from Claim 3.5 thatM2 is boundary-irreducible. Since 2lmn+lm−ln+
2mn+3m−n−1 and 2lmn+lm−ln+2m−1, and also n+1 and 2n+1 are relatively
prime, Claim 3.5 implies that none of
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2mn+ 3m− n− 1
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2m− 1
and
n+ 1
2n+ 1
is an integer. HenceM1 is also boundary-irreducible. It follows that pi
−1(S)
is an essential torus in K(l,m, 0, p)(γl,m,0,p + 1) =M1 ∪M2.
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A Seifert fibration ofM1 is unique up to isotopy (Lemma 2.3), so that its fiber in
∂M1 = pi
−1(S) is isotopic to a lift of α1(⊂ S) in Figure 3.8(1). If M1∪M2 admits a
Seifert fibration F , then the essential separating torus pi−1(S) is a union of fibers in
F . This implies F is an extension of fibrations of M1 and M2. On the other hand,
M2 has a Seifert fibration over the disk, and if l = ±2, then M2 has also a Seifert
fibration over the Mo¨bius band. In the former fibration, lifts of α′2(⊂ ∂B
′
2) and thus
α2(⊂ S) in Figure 3.9(1) are fibers in M2. In the latter fibration with l = 2, lifts
of β′+(⊂ ∂B
′
2) and thus β+(⊂ S) in Figure 3.10(1) are fibers in the Seifert fibration
of M2 over the Mo¨bius band (Lemma 2.3). If l = −2, lifts of β
′
−(⊂ ∂B
′
2) and thus
β−(⊂ S) in Figure 3.11(1) are fibers in M2. Since a lift of α1 is not isotopic in
pi−1(S) to any lift of α2 or β±, the fibrations of M1 and M2 do not match on their
boundaries. Hence, M1 ∪M2 is not a Seifert fiber space.
(2) The assumption on l, n, p in Proposition 3.4(2) assures that |l| ≥ 2, |ln+1| ≥
2, and |4np− 2n− 1| ≥ 3, hence M1 and M2 are boundary-irreducible Seifert fiber
spaces. As in (1) we see that Seifert fibrations of M1 and M2 do not match on their
boundaries; a lift of α1(⊂ S) is a fiber in M1 in Figures 3.12(1), and a lift of α2,
β+, or β−(⊂ S) in Figures 3.13(1), 3.14(1), 3.15(1) is a fiber in M2. It follows that
M1 ∪M2 is not a Seifert fiber space, as desired. (Proposition 3.4)
Now we are ready to state and prove the main result of this section: under some
conditions on l,m, n, p slightly stronger than those in Proposition 3.4, the Seifert
fibered surgery (K(l,m, n, p), γ) does not have a primitive/Seifert position.
Proposition 3.6. (1) Assume that l 6= ±1, 0, n 6= 0,−1, (l,m) 6= (−2, 0),
(−2, 2), (l,m, n) 6= (2, 1,−2). Then the Seifert fibered surgery (K(l,m, n, 0), γl,m,n,0)
does not have a primitive/Seifert position.
(2) Assume that l 6= ±1, 0, n 6= 0, (l, n) 6= (±2,∓1), (l, p) 6= (−2, 0), (−2, 2),
(n, p) 6= (−1, 0), (1, 1). Then the Seifert fibered surgery (K(l, 0, n, p), γl,0,n,p)
does not have a primitive/Seifert position.
Proof of Proposition 3.6. If a Seifert fibered surgery on a knot K has a prim-
itive/Seifert position, then K has a tunnel number one [2, 2.3]. Thus the result
follows from Proposition 3.7 below. (Proposition 3.6)
Proposition 3.7. (1) Assume that l,m, n satisfy the condition in Proposi-
tion 3.6(1). Then the tunnel number of K(l,m, n, 0) is two.
(2) Assume that l, n, p satisfy the condition in Proposition 3.6(2). Then the
tunnel number of K(l, 0, n, p) is two.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. Assume for a contradiction that K(l,m, n, p) (m or
p is 0) has tunnel number one. Then K(l,m, n, p)(r) admits a genus two Heegaard
splitting for any slope r. Let r = γl,m,n,p + 1. We see from Proposition 3.4 that
K(l,m, n, p)(r) contains a unique essential torus up to isotopy, which decompose
K(l,m, n, p)(r) into two Seifert fiber spaces M1,M2.
Kobayashi [16, Theorem] classifies toroidal 3–manifolds with genus two Heegaard
splittings. In our setting, case (i), (ii), or (iii) in Theorem in [16] holds, and
we see that K(l,m, n, p)(r) is obtained by gluing pieces in classes D,M,SK,LK
defined below. The class D is the set of Seifert fiber spaces over the disk with two
exceptional fibers, and M is the set of Seifert fiber spaces over the Mo¨bius band
with no exceptional fiber. The class SK is the set of the exteriors of 2-bridge knots
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in the 3–sphere, and LK is the set of the exteriors of 1–bridge knots in lens spaces;
a 1–bridge knot K in a lens space M is a knot intersecting a genus one Heegaard
surface F of M = V1 ∪F V2 in two points such that K ∩ Vi is a boundary parallel
arc in Vi for i = 1, 2. Applying Theorem in [16], we obtain the following lemma on
M1,M2.
Lemma 3.8 ([16]). There are the following four possibilities on M1 and M2.
(1) M1 ∈ D, M2 ∈ LK ∪ SK
(2) M1 ∈ LK ∪ SK, M2 ∈ D
(3) M1 ∈M, M2 ∈ SK
(4) M1 ∈ SK, M2 ∈ M
Furthermore, in (1), (3) a regular fiber of M1 is identified with a meridian of M2,
and in (2), (4) a regular fiber of M2 is identified with a meridian of M1.
We first assume p = 0. Let us derive a contradiction in each case of Lemma 3.8.
For brevity denote K = B(l,m, n, 0) +R(0).
Assume that case (1) in Lemma 3.8 occurs. A lift of the simple closed curve α1(⊂
S) in Figure 3.8(1) is a regular fiber of M1 contained in the torus ∂M1 = pi
−1(S).
Replace the tangle (B1, B1∩K) in Figure 3.8(1) with a trivial tangle (B, t) in which
α1 bounds a disk in B− t. Then the 2–fold branched cover of (B, t)∪ (B2, B2 ∩K)
is obtained by gluing a solid torus V to M2 along its boundary ∂M2 so that a
meridian of V is identified with a lift of α1(⊂ S). Since the lift is a meridian of
the exterior M2 of a knot in a lens space or the 3–sphere by Lemma 3.8, V ∪M2 is
either a lens space or the 3–sphere. However, (B, t) ∪ (B2, B2 ∩K) is, as depicted
in Figure 3.8(2), the Montesinos link M(1
l
,− 12 ,
1
2 ), where |l| ≥ 2. It follows that
V ∪M2 is a Seifert fiber space with three exceptional fibers, which is not a lens
space or the 3–sphere. Hence, (1) in Lemma 3.8 does not occur.
m
-n
(1) (2)
a
l-
l
-n
l
1
B
B
1
2
S a1
Figure 3.8. B(l,m, n, 0) +R(0); M1 ∈ D, M2 ∈ LK ∪ SK.
Assume that case (2) in Lemma 3.8 occurs. Then, a lift of the simple closed
curve α2(⊂ S) in Figure 3.9(1) is a regular fiber of the Seifert fibration of M2 over
the disk. Replacing (B2, B2 ∩ K) in Figure 3.9(1) with a trivial tangle (B, t) in
which α2 bounds a disk in B − t, we obtain the Montesinos link
M(−
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2mn+ 3m− n− 1
2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2m− 1
,−
n+ 1
2n+ 1
,
1
2
)
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as depicted in Figure 3.9(2); note |2lmn+ lm− ln+ 2m− 1| ≥ 2, |2n+ 1| ≥ 3 by
Claim 3.5. The 2–fold branched cover along this Montesinos link is a Seifert fiber
space with three exceptional fibers. However, since M1 ∈ LK ∪ SK and a lift of α2
is a meridian of the knot exterior M1, by the same arguments as in case (1) the
2–fold branched cover is a lens space or the 3–sphere. This is a contradiction.
(1) (2)
m
-n
l-
-n
l
m
-n
l-
-n
a2
B’2
a’2
B
B
1
2
S a2
Figure 3.9. B(l,m, n, 0) +R(0); M1 ∈ LK ∪ SK, M2 ∈ D.
Assume that case (3) in Lemma 3.8 occurs. By Proposition 3.4(1) M1 has a
Seifert fibration over the disk with an exceptional fiber of index |2n + 1|, an odd
integer. Hence, M1 6∈ M by Lemma 2.3, a contradiction.
Assume that case (4) in Lemma 3.8 occurs. Then l = ±2, and M2 = D
2(1
l
,− 12 )
has a Seifert fibration over the Mo¨bius band. In this Seifert fibration, a regular
fiber in ∂M2 is isotopic to a lift of β+(⊂ S) given in Figure 3.10(1) if l = 2, and a
lift of β−(⊂ S) in Figure 3.11(1) if l = −2.
(1) (2)
m
-n -n
m
-n -n
B’
2
b
+
b’
+
B
B
1
2
S b+
Figure 3.10. B(2,m, n, 0) +R(0); M1 ∈ SK, M2 ∈M.
Replacing (B2, B2∩K) with a trivial tangle (B, t) in Figure 3.10(1) (resp. 3.11(1))
with the rational tangle (B, t) in which β+ (resp. β−) bounds a disk in B − t, we
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(1) (2)
m
-n
-n
m
-n
-n
B’
2
b-
b’
-
B
B
1
2
S b-
Figure 3.11. B(−2,m, n, 0) +R(0); M1 ∈ SK, M2 ∈M.
obtain the Montesinos link depicted in Figure 3.10(2) (resp. 3.11(2)). The 2–fold
cover branched along this link is the Seifert fiber space S±l,m,n as follows:
S2,m,n = S
2(
−6mn− 5m+ 3n+ 1
4mn+ 4m− 2n− 1
,
−n− 1
2n+ 1
) if l = 2, and
S−2,m,n = S2(
−2mn+m+ n− 1
4mn− 2n+ 1
,
n
2n+ 1
) if l = −2.
Since M1 ∈ SK and a lift of β± is a meridian of the exterior M1 of a knot in S3, by
the same argument as in case (1) the 2–fold branched cover S±2,m,n is S3.
Claim 3.9. (1) If S2,m,n is S
3, then n = −1.
(2) S−2,m,n is S3 if and only if m = 0, 2.
Proof of Claim 3.9. (1) Note that the first homology group of S2,m,n is the cyclic
group of order |(−6mn− 5m+ 3n+ 1)(2n+ 1)+ (−n− 1)(4mn+ 4m− 2n− 1)| =
|16mn2 + 24mn − 8n2 + 9m − 8n − 2|. Assume that the order equals 1. Then,
(16n2+24n+9)m = 8n2+8n+ δ, where δ is 1 or 3. Note that 16n2+24n+9 > 0
and 8n2+8n+δ > 0 for any integer n. It follows that 16n2+24n+9 ≤ 8n2+8n+δ
for some integer n. This inequality has the only integral solution n = −1.
(2) The first homology of S−2,m,n has order |(−2mn + m + n − 1)(2n + 1) +
n(4mn− 2n+ 1)| = |m− 1|, which is 1 if and only if m = 0, 2. (Claim 3.9)
Claim 3.9, together with the assumption in Proposition 3.6(1), shows that S±2,m,n
is not S3. Thus case (4) in Lemma 3.8 does not occur. Hence, the tunnel number
of K(l,m, n, 0) is greater than one.
Assume m = 0. Using the above arguments for p = 0, we prove that cases (1),
(2), (3), (4) in Lemma 3.8 do not occur. Follow the proof for p = 0 with Fig-
ures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 replaced by Figures 3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15, respec-
tively. Cases (1) and (2) in Lemma 3.8 do not occur, because the Montesinos links in
Figures 3.12(2), 3.13(2) consist of three rational tangles and their 2–fold branched
cover cannot be a lens space or the 3-sphere.
Case (3) in Lemma 3.8 does not occur. This is because the Seifert fibration
of M1 over the disk (Proposition 3.4(2)) contains an exceptional fiber of index
|4np− 2n− 1|, an odd integer, and thus M1 6∈ M.
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(1) (2)
l
-n
l-
-p
-n
l
a1
B
B
1
2
S a1
Figure 3.12. B(l, 0, n, p) +R(0); M1 ∈ D, M2 ∈ LK ∪ SK.
(1) (2)
l
a2
B’
2
a’2
-n
l-
-p
-n
-n
l-
-p
-nB
B
1
2
S a2
Figure 3.13. B(l, 0, n, p) +R(0); M1 ∈ LK ∪ SK, M2 ∈ D
Assume case (4) in Lemma 3.8 occurs; then l = ±2 and the 2–fold cover branched
along the link in Figure 3.14(2) or 3.15(2) is the 3–sphere. If l = 2, then the
Montesinos link in Figure 3.14(2) is M(−
3n+ 1
2n+ 1
,−
2np− n+ p− 1
4np− 2n− 1
), and the first
homology group of the 2–fold branched cover along this link has order |16n2p −
8n2+8np−8n+p−2|. If the order is 1, then (16n2+8n+1)p = 8n2+8n+δ where
δ is 1 or 3. Since 16n2+8n+1 > 0 and 8n2+8n+δ > 0 for any integer n, we obtain
16n2+8n+1 ≤ 8n2+8n+ δ. Then n = 0. This contradicts the assumption n 6= 0.
If l = −2, then the Montesinos link in Figure 3.15(2) isM(
n− 1
−2n+ 1
,
2np− n− p
4np− 2n− 1
),
and the first homology group of the 2–fold branched cover along this link has order
|p− 1|. By the arguments similar to above, we see that if the order is 1, then p = 0
or 2. This contradicts the assumption (l, p) 6= (−2, 0), (−2, 2). So, case (4) does
not occur and thus K(l, 0,m, p) has tunnel number greater than one.
Let us show that the tunnel number of K(l,m, n, p) equals 2, where m or p is 0.
For brevity denote K = B(l,m, n, p)+R(∞). Let S be the 2–sphere [plane]∪{∞}
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(1) (2)
B’
2
b+
b’
+
-n
-p
-n
-n
-p
-nB
B
1
2
S b+
Figure 3.14. B(2, 0, n, p) +R(0); M1 ∈ SK, M2 ∈M.
(1) (2)
B’
2
b-
b’
-
-n
-p
-n
-n
-p
-nB
B
1
2
S b-
Figure 3.15. B(−2, 0, n, p) +R(0); M1 ∈ SK, M2 ∈ M.
given in Figure 3.16, and B1 (resp. B2) the 3–balls bounded below (resp. above)
by S. Then, each (Bi, Bi ∩ K) is a 3–string tangle pairwise homeomorphic to
(D2 × I, {x1, x2, x3} × I), where xi are distinct points in D
2. Let pi∞ : S3 → S3
be the 2–fold cover branched along the trivial knot K. The preimage pi−1∞ (Bi) is a
genus 2 handlebody for i = 1, 2, and thus pi−1∞ (S) is a genus 2 Heegaard surface of
S3. Since S contains the spanning arc κ for R(∞) as described in Figure 3.16, the
covering knot K(l,m, n, p) = pi−1∞ (κ) is contained in the genus 2 Heegaard surface
pi−1∞ (S). Then, by [20, Fact on p.138] the tunnel number of K(l,m, n, p) is at most
2, and so equals 2. (Proposition 3.7)
3.3. Hyperbolicity of K(l,m,n, p). We use the following lemma to detect hy-
perbolicity of knots.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that an r–surgery on a knot K in S3 yields a 3–manifold
K(r) containing a separating incompressible torus. Suppose further that no sepa-
rating incompressible torus in K(r) is disjoint from the dual knot K∗ of K, i.e. the
core of the filled solid torus in K(r). Then, K is a hyperbolic knot.
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m
-n
kS
B1
B2
l-
-n
l
R( )8
Figure 3.16. Both sides of S are 3–string trivial tangles.
Proof of Lemma 3.10. If K is not a hyperbolic knot, then it is either a torus
knot or a satellite knot. If the result of a surgery on a torus knot contains an in-
compressible torus, then the surgery is longitudinal [13, VI. Example] and the torus
is non-separating. Hence, K is not a torus knot because K(r) contains a separating
incompressible torus by the assumption. Now assume that K is a satellite knot
with a companion knot k. Then K has a companion knot k which is either a torus
knot or a hyperbolic knot; K is contained in a tubular neighborhood V of k. Since
the separating torus ∂V is disjoint from K∗ in K(r), the assumption of the lemma
implies that ∂V compresses after the r–surgery along K(⊂ V ). By [9] K is a 0 or
1–bridge braid in V and winds w(≥ 2) times in V . It follows that K(r) = k( m
nw2
)
[10], where r = m
n
, and m and w2 are relatively prime. Since k( m
nw2
) contains a
separating incompressible torus by the assumption, k is not a torus knot and thus
a hyperbolic knot. However, [12] shows that if k( m
nw2
) is toroidal, then |nw2| ≤ 2, a
contradiction. Hence, K is not a satellite but a hyperbolic knot. (Lemma 3.10)
Proposition 3.11. The covering knot K(l,m, n, p) (m or p is 0) is a hyperbolic
knot if l,m, n, p satisfy the condition in Proposition 3.4.
Proof of Proposition 3.11. We prove thatK = K(l,m, n, p) and r = γl,m,n,p+1
satisfy the assumption of Lemma 3.10. Proposition 3.4 shows that pi−1(S) is
a unique incompressible torus in K(l,m, n, p)(γl,m,n,p + 1) up to isotopy, where
pi : K(l,m, n, p)(γl,m,n,p+1)→ S
3 is the 2–fold cover branched along B(l,m, n, p)+
R(0). Thus, Claim 3.12 below shows that the assumption is satisfied when p = 0,
so that K(l,m, n, 0) is a hyperbolic knot. Claim 3.12 with l,m, n, 0 replaced by
l, 0, n, p also holds, and implies that K(l, 0, n, p) is hyperbolic. (Proposition 3.11)
Claim 3.12. In K(l,m, n, 0)(γl,m,n,0 + 1), the incompressible torus pi
−1(S) inter-
sects the dual knot K∗ of K(l,m, n, 0) minimally in two points.
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Proof of Claim 3.12. The arc κ0 in Figure 3.17 is a spanning arc of R(0). The
preimage pi−1(κ0) is the dual knot K∗. In Figure 3.17, Di is a disk which con-
tains κ0∩Bi and splits the tangle (Bi, Bi∩B(l,m, n, 0)+R(0)) into two nontrivial
tangles. It follows that Ai = pi
−1(Di) is an essential annulus in the Seifert fiber
space Mi = pi
−1(Bi) over the disk with two exceptional fibers. Furthermore, the
arc pi−1(κ0∩Bi) = K∗∩Mi is an essential arc in the annulus Ai. Then, the desired
result follows from the argument in [7, Example 1.4]. (Claim 3.12)
k0
D
D
1
2
isotopy
m
-n
l-
l
-n
m
-n
l-
-n
l
S
S
S
B
B
1
2
Figure 3.17. B(l,m, n, 0) +R(0).
4. Locating (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p) in the Seifert Surgery Network
In Subsection 4.1, we review a method of finding seiferters for Seifert surgeries
obtained by untangle surgeries. In Subsection 4.2, we find seiferters for the Seifert
fibered surgeries (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p), and an explicit path to a Seifert surgery
on a trefoil knot.
4.1. Seiferters and tangles. Assume that a tangle (B, t), where B is the com-
plement of the unit 3–ball in S3, satisfies the following conditions.
• L∞ = (B, t) +R(∞) is a trivial knot in S3.
• Ls = (B, t) +R(s) is a Montesinos link M(R1, . . . , Rk).
As in Section 2, let pi∞ : S3 → S3 (resp. pis : Xs → S3) be the 2–fold cover
of S3 branched along L∞ (resp. Ls). We denote by K the covering knot of the
trivializable tangle (B, t), and by γs the covering slope of the s–untangle surgery
on L∞. Then (K, γs) is a Seifert fibered surgery. The Montesinos link Ls can be
deformed into a standard position as in Figure 2.3(2). We define a leading arc of a
rational tangle. Then we show that the preimage of a leading arc becomes a Seifert
fiber in Xs.
Definition 4.1 (leading arc). Let τ be an arc in a rational tangle R = R(a1, . . . , an)
as depicted in Figure 4.1. Then we call τ a leading arc of R.
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t
t
a1
a2
a3
an-1
an
a1 a2
a3
an-1
an
nis odd n is even
Figure 4.1. Leading arcs in rational tangles.
Lemma 4.2. Let τ be a leading arc of a rational tangle Ri = R(
pi
qi
) = (Bi, ti) in
a standard position of Ls. Then c = pi
−1
s (τ) is the core of the solid torus pi
−1
s (Bi)
and a fiber of index |qi| in a Seifert fibration of Xs.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. By an ambient isotopy of Bi we can deform (Bi, ti) and
τ to R(∞) and a spanning arc for R(∞) as in Figure 2.2. Hence c is the core of
the solid torus pi−1s (Bi). This implies the desired result. (Lemma 4.2)
Remark 4.3. In Lemma 4.2, if |qi| = 1, then c is a regular fiber in Xs. If qi = 0
i.e. Ri = R(∞), then Ls is not a Montesinos link in the usual sense, and Xs is a
connected sum of lens spaces having a Seifert fibration with c a degenerate fiber.
For an arc τ with τ∩L∞ = ∂τ we perform an untangle surgery along τ as follows.
First take a regular neighborhood N(τ) of τ so that T = (N(τ), N(τ) ∩ L∞) is a
trivial tangle. Then, identifying T with the rational tangle R(∞), replace T by
a rational tangle R(s); this operation is called s–untangle surgery on L∞ along τ .
Then, performing s–untangle surgery along τ downstairs corresponds to performing
Dehn surgery on the knot pi−1∞ (τ) upstairs.
Theorem 4.4 ([3, Theorem 3.4]). Let τ be an arc in intB such that τ ∩ t = ∂τ .
Assume that after an isotopy of τ ∪Ls, τ is a leading arc of some Ri in a standard
position of Ls. Assume also that some nontrivial untangle surgery on L∞ along τ
preserves the triviality of L∞. Then the following hold.
(1) The preimage c = pi−1∞ (τ) is a seiferter for (K, γs).
(2) The above untangle surgery along τ corresponds to twisting along the
seiferter c in S3.
Remark 4.5. Assume that 1
n0
–untangle surgery along τ preserves the triviality of
(B, t)+R(∞) for some integer n0 with |n0| > 2. Then the preimage of the latitude
of R(∞) = (N(τ), N(τ) ∩ L∞) is a preferred longitude of c [3, Remark 3.5]. Thus
for any integer n, 1
n
–untangle surgery along τ corresponds to (− 1
n
)–surgery on c,
i.e. n–twist along c.
4.2. Locating (K(l,m,n, p), γl,m,n,p) in the Seifert Surgery Network. Let
B(l,m, n, p), where m or p is 0, be the trivializable tangle in Figure 3.1, and a and
b the arcs depicted in Figure 3.1. Recall that K(l,m, n, p) and γl,m,n,p = γ are
the covering knot of B(l,m, n, p) in Figure 3.1 and the covering slope of 1–untangle
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surgery on B(l,m, n, p)+R(∞) respectively, and B(l,m, n, p)+R(1) is a Montesinos
link (Lemma 3.1). We denote the 2–fold cover branched along B(l,m, n, p)+R(∞)
(resp. B(l,m, n, p) +R(1)) by pi∞ : S3 → S3 (resp. pi : K(l,m, n, p)(γ)→ S3). Set
ca(l,m, n, p) = pi
−1
∞ (a) and cb(l,m, n, p) = pi
−1
∞ (b). For simplicity, we often write
ca, cb for ca(l,m, n, p), cb(l,m, n, p).
Proposition 4.6. (1) If p = 0, then ca(l,m, n, 0) is a seiferter for (K(l,m, n, 0), γ).
(2) If m = 0, then cb(l, 0, n, p) is a seiferter for (K(l, 0, n, p), γ).
Proof of Proposition 4.6. (1) Figure 3.3 gives a standard position of the
Montesinos link B(l,m, n, 0) + R(1) and shows that the arc a is a leading arc
of R1 = (B1, t1). Apply
1
m′
–untangle surgery on B(l,m, n, 0) + R(∞) along a
as in Figure 4.2. We then obtain B(l,m − m′, n, 0) + R(∞), which is a trivial
knot by Lemma 3.1(1)(i). It follows from Theorem 4.4(1) that ca is a seiferter for
(K(l,m, n, 0), γ). In particular, by Lemma 4.2 ca is the core of pi
−1(B1) and an
exceptional fiber in K(l,m, n, 0)(γ).
a
m=3
m=3
R
(
)
R
(
)
8
1 4
Figure 4.2. 14–untangle surgery along a.
(2) Figure 3.5 gives a standard position of the Montesinos link B(l, 0, n, p)+R(1)
and shows that the arc b is a leading arc of R2 = (B2, t2). Note that
1
p′
-untangle
surgery on B(l, 0, n, p)+R(∞) along the arc b as in Figure 4.2 yields the trivial knot
B(l, 0, n, p−p′)+R(∞) (Lemma 3.1(2)(i)). It follows from Theorem 4.4(1) that cb is
a seiferter for (K(l, 0, n, p), γ); in particular, cb is the core of pi
−1(B2) and an excep-
tional fiber inK(l,m, 0, p)(γ). This establishes Proposition 4.6. (Proposition 4.6)
Remark 4.7. Figure 3.3 shows that the arc b is isotopic to a leading arc of R2 in a
standard position of the Montesinos link B(l,m, n, 0) +R(1). This implies that ca
and cb become fibers in K(l,m, n, 0)(γl,m,n,0) simultaneously. However, if m 6= 0,
cb is not necessarily a trivial knot. If m = p = 0, then ca and cb are trivial knots,
and {ca, cb} is a pair of seiferters for (K(l, 0, n, 0), γl,0,n,0)
Since 1
m′
–untangle surgery on B(l,m, n, 0) + R(∞) along the arc a preserves
the triviality for any m′, by Remark 4.5 the 1
m′
–untangle surgery corresponds to
m′–twist along the seiferter ca. Since untangle surgeries along the arc a do not
affect the attached tangle R(∞) in B(l,m, n, 0) + R(∞), the image of the cover-
ing slope γl,m,n,0 under m
′–twist along ca corresponds to 1–untangle surgery on
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B(l,m−m′, n, 0)+R(∞). Thus, m′–twist along ca converts (K(l,m, n, 0), γl,m,n,0)
to (K(l,m−m′, n, 0), γl,m−m′,n,0). Note also that m′–twist along ca(l,m, n, 0) con-
verts the link ca(l,m, n, 0) ∪ cb(l,m, n, 0) to ca(l,m−m
′, n, 0) ∪ cb(l,m−m′, n, 0).
Similar results hold for p′–twist of (K(l, 0, n, p), γl,0,n,p) along cb. We thus have
Lemma 4.8 below.
Lemma 4.8. (1) m–twist along ca converts (K(l,m, n, 0), γl,m,n,0) to (K(l, 0, n, 0), γl,0,n,0).
(2) p–twist along cb converts (K(l, 0, n, p), γl,0,n,p) to (K(l, 0, n, 0), γl,0,n,0).
Lemma 4.8(1) and (2) give the horizontal line and the vertical line in Figure 4.3,
respectively.
V( ,m, n, 0)l
V( , 0, n, 0)l
V( , 0, n, p)l
b
p-twist
along c
m-twist
along ca
Figure 4.3. V (l,m, n, p) = (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p).
Lemma 4.9. (1) Set B(l, 1, n − 1, 0) = (B, t1) and B(l, 0, n, 1) = (B, t2).
Then an ambient isotopy of B fixing ∂B sends t1 to t2, and the arcs a, b
to a, b, respectively.
(2) (K(l, 1, n − 1, 0), γl,1,n−1,0) = (K(l, 0, n, 1), γl,0,n,1). Moreover, the or-
dered link K(l, 1, n− 1, 0) ∪ ca(l, 1, n− 1, 0) ∪ cb(l, 1, n− 1, 0) is isotopic
to K(l, 0, n, 1) ∪ ca(l, 0, n, 1) ∪ cb(l, 0, n, 1), so that {ca, cb} is a pair of
seiferters for (K(l, 1, n− 1, 0), γ).
Proof of Lemma 4.9. (1) We give a pictorial proof. The right-most figures
in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 depict the same tangle with arcs a, b. Hence, the isotopies
in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 imply that an ambient isotopy of B fixing ∂B converts
B(l, 1, n− 1, 0) to B(l, 0, n, 1), and sends the arcs a, b to a, b, respectively.
(2) The isotopy in Assertion (1) extends to an ambient isotopy of S3 which sends
B(l, 1, n−1, 0)+R(∞) to B(l, 0, n, 1)+R(∞), and the arcs a, b to a, b, respectively.
Hence, there is an ambient isotopy of S3 which sends the ordered link K(l, 1, n−
1, 0)∪ ca(l, 1, n− 1, 0) ∪ cb(l, 1, n− 1, 0) to K(l, 0, n, 1)∪ ca(l, 0, n, 1) ∪ cb(l, 0, n, 1),
and the covering slope γl,1,n,0 to γl,0,n,1, as claimed. (Lemma 4.9)
Applying Lemmas 4.8, 4.9(2) repeatedly, we find a path from (K(l, 0, n, 0), γl,0,n,0)
to (K(l, 0, 0, 0), γl,0,0,0) as in Figure 4.6. Joining this path and the path in Figure 4.3
gives an explicit path from (K(l,m, n, p), γ) (m or p is 0) to (K(l, 0, 0, 0), γ).
Now we identify (K(l, 0, 0, 0), γ) and its seiferters ca, cb.
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l-
l
l-
l
-(n-1)
-(n-1)
-(n-1)
-(n-1)
Figure 4.4. An isotopy of B(l, 1, n− 1, 0).
-n
l-
l
l-
l
l-
l
-(n-1) -(n-1)
-n -(n-1) -(n-1)
Figure 4.5. An isotopy of B(l, 0, n, 1).
Lemma 4.10. K(l, 0, 0, 0) is the trefoil knot T3,2, γl,0,0,0 = l + 5, and {ca, cb} is
an annular pair of seiferters for (T3,2, l + 5) which form the (4, 2) torus link. Fur-
thermore, the pair of seiferters {ca, cb} is the mirror image of the pair of seiferters
{cm1 , s−3} for (T−3,2,m) given in [5, Figure 4.2] with m = −l− 5.
Combining Figures 4.3, 4.6, and Lemma 4.10, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4.11. The Seifert fibered surgery (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p), where m
or p is 0, is obtained from (T3,2, l + 5) by a sequence of twists along the pair of
seiferters ca, cb depicted in Figure 4.10 as follows: alternate 2n twists (−1)–twist
along ca, 1–twist along cb, . . . , (−1)–twist along ca, 1–twist along cb (Figure 4.6),
and finally (−m)–twist along ca or (−p)–twist along cb according as p = 0 or m = 0
(Figure 4.3).
Proof of Lemma 4.10. Figure 4.7 illustrates the trivial knot B(l, 0, 0, 0)+R(∞),
the arcs a, b, and the band β; ∂β is the union of the spanning arc κ, the latitude
of R(∞), and two subarcs of B(l, 0, 0, 0) + R(∞). Figure 4.8 gives an isotopy of
(B(l, 0, 0, 0) +R(∞)) ∪ κ ∪ a ∪ b so that B(l, 0, 0, 0) +R(∞) becomes a standardly
embedded circle. Isotope also the band β in the same manner as in Figure 4.8.
Then ( l2 + 1)–twist is added to the band. Now we consider the 2–fold branched
cover pi∞ : S3 → S3 along B(l, 0, 0, 0)+R(∞). The preimage pi−1∞ (β) is the twisted
annulus in Figure 4.9. Note that the linking number of the parallelly oriented
boundary components of the annulus is 2( l2 +1)+ 4 = l+6. That is, the preimage
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V( ,0, n, 0)l
V( , 0, n, 1)l
V( , 1, n-1, 0)lV( , 0, n-1, 0)l
V( , 0, n-1, 1)l
V( , 1, n-2, 0)lV( , 0, n-2, 0)l
V( , 0, 0, 0)l
=
=
(-1)-twist
along c b
1-twist
along c a
(-1)-twist
along c b
1-twist
along c a
1-twist
along c a
Figure 4.6. V (l,m, n, p) = (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p).
of the latitude of R(∞) is a longitude of the solid torus N(pi−1∞ (κ)) giving (l + 6)–
framing. Then, by Remark 2.2 the covering slope γl,0,0,0 of 1–untangle surgery on
B(l, 0, 0, 0) equals l + 5.
k
a
bl
-
l
b
R( )
8
Figure 4.7. B(l, 0, 0, 0) +R(∞) ∪ a ∪ b ∪ κ and band β.
The preimages of κ, a, and b become K = K(l, 0, 0, 0), ca, and cb in the first
figure of Figure 4.10. The covering knot K is the trefoil knot T3,2, and ca ∪ cb is
the (4, 2) torus link bounding an annulus; {ca, cb} is an annular pair of seiferters
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Figure 4.8. An isotopy of B(l, 0, 0, 0) +R(∞) ∪ a ∪ b ∪ κ.
(
+
2
)-
tw
is
t
l
Figure 4.9. Twisted annulus pi−1∞ (β).
for (T3,2, l+5). We isotope K ∪ ca ∪ cb as in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10(4) shows that
cb is the exceptional fiber of index 3 in S
3− intN(T3,2). We see from (5) and (6) in
Figure 4.10 that ca is a band sum of a knot cµ in S
3−N(T3,2) and a simple closed
curve αl+5 in ∂N(T3,2), where cµ is parallel to a meridian of N(T3,2) and the slope
of αl+5 in ∂N(T3,2) is l + 5. The last figure of Figure 4.10 shows that the mirror
image of the ordered link T3,2∪ca∪cb is T−3,2∪cm1 ∪s−3 depicted in [5, Figure 4.2]
with m = −l − 5. (Lemma 4.10)
As Figure 4.6 shows, K(l, 0, n, 0) is obtained from K(l, 0, 0, 0) by applying a
pair of successive twists (−1)–twist along ca and 1–twist along cb, repeatedly n
times. Under (−1)–twist along ca and then 1–twist along cb the (4, 2) torus link
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Figure 4.10. K = K(l, 0, 0, 0), ca, and cb.
ca ∪ cb changes first to the (−4, 2) torus link and then to the (4, 2) torus link.
We show that applying this sequence of twists is equivalent to twisting along the
annulus cobounded by ca ∪ cb. Hence, the Seifert fibered surgery (K(l, 0, n, 0), γ) is
obtained from (T3,2, l + 5) by twisting along the annular pair of seiferters {ca, cb}.
Definition 4.12 (twist along an annular pair). Let c1, c2 be knots in S
3 cobounding
an annulus A, and give orientations to c1, c2 so that they are homologous in A. We
call the ordered pair (c1, c2) an annular pair. A p–twist along an annular pair
(c1, c2) is defined to be performing (−
1
p
+ l)–surgery along c1 and simultaneously
( 1
p
+ l)–surgery along c2, where l = lk(c1, c2).
Lemma 4.13. Let c1 ∪ c2 be the (4, 2) torus link. Then, performing (−1)–twist
along c1 and then 1–twist along c2 is equivalent to 1–twist along the annular pair
(c1, c2).
Proof of Lemma 4.13. The (4, 2) torus link c1∪c2 cobound a unique annulus,
and l = lk(c1, c2) equals 2 when c1 and c2 are oriented so as to be homologous in
the annulus. Let µ, λ be a preferred meridian–longitude pair of c2. The (−1)–
twist along c1 changes m–framing of c2 to (m− 2
2)–framing of c2, so that µ
′ = µ,
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λ′ = λ+ 4µ become a preferred meridian–longitude pair of c2 after the twist along
c1. Hence, the surgery slope of (−1)–surgery along c2 (i.e. 1–twist along c2) after
the twist along c1 is λ
′ − µ′ = λ + 3µ. Performing (−1)–twist along c1 and then
1–twist along c2 is then performing 1–surgery along c1 and 3–surgery along c2 si-
multaneously. Since l = 2, this shows that the sequence of twists is equivalent to
1–twist along the annular pair (c1, c2). (Lemma 4.13)
Corollary 4.14. The Seifert fibered surgery (K(l,m, n, p), γl,m,n,p), where m or
p is 0, is obtained from (T3,2, l + 5) by applying n–twist along the annular pair of
seiferters (ca, cb) depicted in Figure 4.10 and then (−m)–twist along ca or (−p)–
twist along cb according as p = 0 or m = 0. Regarding the surgery slope γl,m,n,p,
γl,0,n,0 = 5+ l+ n(l
2 +8l+12)+ 2n2(l+2)2 and γl,m,n,p = γl,0,n,0−m(2nl+4n+
l+ 4)2 − p(2nl+ 4n+ 2)2.
Proof of Corollary 4.14. The first statement follows from Proposition 4.11
and Lemma 4.13. To calculate the surgery slope γl,m,n,p we use results in [4]. Using
Proposition 2.33(2) in [4], we obtain γl,0,n,0 = γl,0,0,0 + n(l
2
1 − l
2
2) + 2n
2(l1 − l2)
2,
where l1 = lk(T3,2, ca) = l + 4, l2 = lk(T3,2, cb) = 2 under an adequate orienta-
tion of T3,2. Twisting (K(l, 0, n, 0), γl,0,n,0) −m times along ca increases γl,0,n,0 by
−m(lk(K(l, 0, n, 0), ca))
2 [4, Proposition 2.6]. Take an annulus cobounded by ca∪cb
whose boundary orientation coincides with ca and the reversed orientation of cb.
Then the annulus is twisted twice, and intersects T3,2 algebraically l1 − l2 = l + 2
times. Hence, after n–twist along the annular pair (ca, cb), lk(K(l, 0, 0, 0), ca) in-
creases by 2n(l + 2), so that lk(K(l, 0, n, 0), ca) = l + 4 + 2n(l + 2). This leads to
γl,m,n,0 = γl,0,n,0−m(2nl+4n+ l+4)
2. Similarly, we obtain the formula of γl,0,n,p.
(Corollary 4.14)
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